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We present a theory of representations of canonical transformations which links 
together the theories of evolution semigroups, Hamiltonian flows, umbra1 
operators, and cross-sequences. We also present a different approach to the 
orthogonal theory of moment systems. (‘ 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In a series of papers, [225], and mainly in [3], Feinsilver has presented 
an operator calculus of evolution semigroups and classical Hamiltonian 
mechanics; i.e., a way of computing the solution of 
g = H(V,) u(x, t), x E ET, t > 0 
/ 
(1.1) 
knowing the solution of the Hamilton pair 
i=VV,H, o= -V,H (1.2) 
where H = H(p), and H(p) is assumed to be analytic in p. It is shown in 
[3], for example, that 
4% t) =f(C’(t)) l(x) 
where C+(t) = x + tv( -V,), v(p) = V, H. Our notation differs slightly from 
Feinsilver’s. One of the areas to which the formalism applies is to the 
theory of moment systems (polynomials of binomial type, Scheffer sequen- 
ces, cross-sequences). An application of the canonical formalism-the 
theory of canonical transformations-to these problems comes up in [3-53 
in operational form. 
In [6] a theory of representations of canonical transformations was 
introduced to study how equations of the type ( 1 .l ) for H = H(x, p) behave 
under canonical transformations. Here we develop some of it in the setup 
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of [3, 43, first to reobtain known results and thus test the different 
approach, and second, to have a technique allowing us to treat these 
problems when H = H(x, p). 
In Section 2 we study an integral representation of a special class of 
canonical transformations, which happens to include the umbra1 trans- 
forms of [S, IO]. This provides a missing link between [3, 41 and [8- lo]. 
In Section 3 we anayze the moment systems problem and provide another 
approach the orthogonal theory of [3, 41. 
Let us present some basics about canonical transformations. A rapid 
expose can be found in [9] and an in-depth study in [I]. We shall say that 
the (generating) function F(x, p, r), defined and smooth on W”‘+ ‘, 
generates the canonical transformation (x, p) -+ (Q, P) if the equations 
p=V,F, Q=V,F (1.3) 
can be solved for (Q. P) in terms of (x, p) and vice versa. The system ( 1.2) 
in the new coordinates (Q, P) becomes 
Q=VpA, P= -v,w (1.4) 
where 
R = H + ?Fidt. (1.5) 
LEMMA 1.6. Let F,(.u, , p2) and F2(.v2, p3) generate the canonical trans- 
fbrmatiuns (x,, p,) + (x2, PJ and (x2, pz) + (s,~, p,). Thrn F(.r,, pl) = 
F,(x, , pz) - x2 pz + F(x2, p3) generates rhe composite transformation 
(-~I, Plb(XJ, Pl). 
Proof: Easy. 
Comment. One uses (1.3) to eliminate pz and x1! 
LEMMA 1.7. Let F(s,, p2, t)=.r,.U(p,)+&~~, t) gcwratc (s,. p,)- 
(x2, p2), where ci: R” -+ R” is smoothlwv invertible, wd q5 smooth. Thaw 
F(x2, p,, t) = x2. V(p,) - #( V(p, ), f) generates the inverse transformation, 
v= II-‘. 
Proof: Use 1.6 and verify that the composition of the two transfor- 
mations is the generator of the identity transformation, X, . pz or x2. p, 
depending on the order of application. 
We shall say a few words about polynomial sequences. For the theory 
the reader should go to [lo] or to [8] for the multivariable case. There is 
[ 111, of course, but the language of [8] or [ IO] is more related to ours. 
We shall use the conventional multiindex notation throughout: i.e., given 
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(k ,,..., k,) in Nk, (a, ,..., a,) in R”. Then ak=ufla$2...u:; (V,)“= 
dkL/&X;I . . . ak2/ax;. Also k d m will mean k, G mi, i = l,..., n, 
We denote by e, the standard ith basis vector and as usual k! = k, ! ... k,!. 
It is shown in [S] or [IO] that there is a correspondence between 
polynomials { uk(x) )k E ,,,” of binomial type and functions U: Rk -+ R”, inver- 
tible with respect to composition. It is given by 
e-’ u(c) = c uk(x) tk/k!. (1.8) 
Also, if V= UP ‘, then V,(V,) r+(x) = kizqk _ .,,(x). 
Scheffer sequences {Jk}, or shift basis for V(V,), correspond to 
generating functions of the type 
(1.9) 
with f(t) some analytic function of 5 in R”. And cross-sequences are 
polynomial sequences { Jk(x, t) } with generating function 
1 Jk(x, t) tk,‘k! =exP{x. u(t) + J?-(t)}. (1.10) 
2. TRANSFORMATION THEORY 
In this section we are going to analyze a bit the integral representations 
of the canonical transformations generated by functions of the type 
F(x, P) =x. U(P) with invertible U: R” -+ R”. More general cases with dif- 
ferent applications were treated in [6]. 
The generating functions F(x, P) = x. U(P), F( Q, p) = Q. V(p) generate 
the transformations 
(4 P) -+ ce, PI = (x4 VP)) 
02 f') --f (~9 P) = (QJ- '7 U(P)) 
(2.1) 
where 
J,(P)=g (VP)), 
J 
J,p)=$u(P)). 
I 
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Let f(x): R” + R” and define its transform y(Q) by 
f(Q) = j epQ- ‘(lk)f(k) dk/(2z)“. (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.3. With the notations above 
f(x) = j eF”q(k) dk/(27c)“. 
Proof 
6(x - iV(ik’)) dk f(k’)/(2n)n 
= dk’e i ‘k”.‘f(k’)/(2n)” =.f‘(x) 
Comment. The lemma asserts the invertibility of the transformation on 
the class of “functions” where it is defined. 
Associated to (2.1) we have the induced transformation on the 
“measures” that integrate the class of functions on which (2.1) is defined. 
If l f(x) ,u(dx) is defined, define fi( de) by 
j iWQ)y(Q) = j.f(.Y) Ad (2.4) 
and again we are skipping existence questions. 
Note that 
= 
1 
T(k) fi( -k) dk,/(27t)” 
and that, using (2.2), 
and therefore, from (2.4) we should have /l(k) = ,$iV( --ik)), or 
$(k)=fl(-iU(-ik)). (2.5) 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let pL,(dx) be a convolution semigroup of measures on 03”. 
Define ii, by (2.4). Zf P,(k) =exp tR(ik) then j? =exp tl?(ik) with 
H(k) = B( U(k)). 
Proof: Just apply (2.5). 
What this says is that p,f(Q) = s y(Q + Q’) p,(dQ) has generator 
A( -V,) if P, f(x) = j f(x + x’) p(dx’) has generator H( -V.,), or in other 
words, ri(Q, t) = 1 {exp -Q. V(ik)} ti(k, t) dk/(27c)# satisfies cX/8t = 
R( -V,) ii if 24(x, t) = P, f satisfies du/dt = H( -V,) U. 
An extension of Lemma 2.6 is 
LEMMA 2.7. With the dqfinitions above, 
Proof: It suffices to consider f(x) = exp ik . x. In this case it is clear that 
P,f(x)=expik..u+tR(ik) andflQ)=exp -Q. V(ik). 
Therefore 
a,,T(Q) = exp Q. V(ik) + tfl(ik) 
since 8( V( ik)) = i7( U( V( ik))) = R( ik) and thus 
and the result follows from (2.5). 
Let us now see how to transform polynomials of binomial type and 
cross-sequences via transforming their generating functions. To begin with, 
note that the transform of exp ia. Q =.7(Q), the generation function of 
{Q”}, is 
= exp x. (- O(icl)) = 1 u,(x)(ia)“/n!. 
,1 
We thus see that the transforms introduced in Section 2 contain the 
umbra1 operators of [S] or [lo]. 
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Instead of beginning with (Q”‘}, we could have started with any 
sequence (P,,(Q) } of binomial type, with generating function exp Q. R(ir). 
When canonically transformed the sequence becomes ( P,(X)) generated 
by exp --x’ C:(R(ia)). 
A simple extension of these facts is the following. If { P,(Q, f)) is a cross- 
sequence with generating function. expiQ.,r+rfi(-icc)=C(ir)‘” 
P,,,(Q, t).:‘m!, the transformed polynomial sequence and its generating 
function are 
= C (ix)“’ P,,,(.Y, t )/m! 
where M = fi k’. 
Besides the correspondence of umbra1 transforms with canonical trans- 
forms, we have the correspondence of cross-sequences, see (l.lO), with 
evolution semigroups via P,j’(.r) = J,~‘(.Y + J*) /~,(&)=exp ik ‘.Y + tR(ik) 
for J(X) = exp ik .Y. The correspondence with completely integrable 
Hamiltonian systems is the subject of [2 -43 and is touched upon in the 
next section. 
We also have the following expansion. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let,f;(Q) cmdj'(s) h e related us in (2.2). Let ( V,,(Q)} he the 
seyuencc~ gmcrutrd hi* exp Q . ( - P( ik)), thcw 
f(Q) = c r,,,(Q) ,l“““(O)inz!, 
=c c,(Q)(m!) ’ { (-ik)“‘,l(k)dki(2n)” 
= c c,,,(Q) f”“‘(O)jm!. 
Comment. Analogously, J‘(X) = c U,(~r),~‘““(O)/rn!. 
Comment. This throws some light on the meaning of the ./‘-,f trans- 
form: in the Taylor expansion off’ about x = 0, replace .P by r,,(Q), which 
is its image under the transformation. 
In the next section we shall explore the “dynamical content” of these 
transformations. To close this section let us examine how the multiplication 
by Q and the gradient V, transform under the correspondence3 + j‘given 
in (2.4). 
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To begin with, notice that 
V,( -V,) f(x) = j V,( U(ik)) e- ” U(ik)J(k) &/(27r)” 
u. CJ(rk) 
(2.9) 
Also, an application of the chain rule shows that 
I 
e x~‘-‘ik~(Q,,f)A(k)dk,(2n)“=x,~(-v,)f(x) (2.10) 
which asserts that in order to obtain the “operator” associated to 
Q,= Q/(X, p) = xi dU,/aP, replace p by -V,. 
Since the transformation (x, p) into (Q, P) is canonical, i.e., the Poisson 
brackets [Q,, Pi] = 6, when computed in terms of the (x, p) variables, it is 
satisfying to verify that 
c 
.x, 2 (V,), UVY)]I(X) = 6,,f(x). (2.11) 
/ 
This asserts that the correspondence 
Q -+ multiplication by Q 
P+-v, 
transforms covariantly with respect to the representation of the canonical 
transformation (Q, P) + (x, p) by means of 7 -+ f as in (2.4). This fact is 
implicitly made use of in [S], for example. 
3. ORTHOGONAL THEORY 
Consider a Hamiltonian system, with Hamiltonian H(p). The solution to 
the pair (1.2), through (x, p), is 
x(t)=x+tv(p), V(P) =ymP) 
P(f) ‘P. 
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In the (Q, P) coordinates, the new Hamiltonian is, see ( 1.41, 
A(P)=H(C’(P)) 
and in the new coordinates, the trajectory through (Q, P) is 
Q(t) = Q + G(P), F=V,,A(P) 
P(t) = P. 
Certainly Q(I) = J.r( t), with J defined at the beginning of Section 2. 
Proceeding as F‘einsilver, define 
c + (1) = s + t\q -v ,), C(t)=V, 
?+(f)=Q+rF(-Vy), Cf(t)=V, 
(3.1) 
and introduce, for (m) = (nz, ,.... OI,,), 
h,,,,(.& I) = (C(t))““‘Q,,c.~,, 
&,,,,(Q, t) = (~‘(W” fi,,(s) 
(3.2) 
where a,(s)= I and d,,(Q)= cj” ““‘= I if c’(O)= V(0) =O which we 
assume from now on. 
The following proposition is taken from [3, 43. 
hOPOSITION 3.3. With the nottrtions intro&w/ uhow 
(a) [C,. C’,+ ] = ci,,. [?,. (t,’ ] = d,,, etc. 
(b) C‘,- /z,,,(.v, I) = /I ,,,, , ,.,)(s. I). p,+ k,,c Q. t 1 = k,, + ,,,( Q, t 1 
(cl (‘,h,,,(.u, 1)=1)1,11(,,, ‘..,(.Y, 0, (“,I;,,,(Q. t)=tiz,&,, ,.,,(Q, 1) 
(d) C‘,’ C,h,,,(s, t) = m,h,,,(x. t), ?,- (t,l;,,,(Q, t)=m,&,,(Q, t) 
* 
(e) $f= H( -V,) /I,,,. % = A( -V,) h,,,,,(Q, 1). 
Another version of the comments preceding (2.8) is contained in 
PKoPoSITIoN 3.4. 
J,,,( .v, t ) = ‘- 1’ J ’ ( (G,Jk, I) clk!‘(2n)” (3.5) 
then 
(a) J,(.u,t)=S6(.~-~)J,,(?,,d?‘)=5ii,(dQ)~~,(Q. t), 
(b) x,,, (- &ik))“‘J,,(x, t)/m! =exp(ik.s+ tA(ik)). 
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Proqf: (a) This is just a simple application of Lemma 2.7. To prove (b) 
proceed as 
=exp(&.s+rR(ik)). 
Part (b) asserts that J,,,(.Y, I) can be obtained by expanding 
exp ik . .r + rH(ik) in powers of -. P(ik). This is the point of departure from 
Feinsilver, and, for example. in [4] by using generating function techni- 
ques, he proposes criteria or conditions on H and L: = V ’ for J,,(.u. - I) to 
be an orthogonal family with respect to the density of the semigroup P,. 
Before going on, let us write a representation for the J,,(.u. 1) analogous 
to that obtained in the last section of Chapter 4 of 131. To begin with, let 
HI(() and G(r) be the moments of a pair of measures 1cJd.u) and fi,(rlQ) 
related as in Lemma 2.6. As in [3] 
Then from the comment right after Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 3.4 it 
follows that 
.l,,,(.v. I) = c ; 0 l;,(s) tfih ,( t ). /.I k (3.6) 
Let us now obtain the .I,,, as linear combinations of the II,,, and translate 
that representation in terms of the “process” X, associated to the 
semigroup exp tH. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. J,,,( s. I) = xk s ,, C’;“h,(.r, t ), v,if/l 
c;l = (V,)‘” ( L’( (1))“’ I o = ,,,:k! ,jbr k <m. (3.8) 
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J,,(x, t) = 1 exp .Y. (- U(ik)) i?,(k, t) dk/(2rr)” 
= 
i 
exp x. (- U(ik)) 
x 
i 
exp ik . Q(exp tA( -V,,) Q’” 1) dQ dk/(2z)” 
= expx.(-U(ik 
i 
)) exp tA(ik) 1 erL)‘kQnr dQ dk/(2n) 
= 
s 
exp x. ( - U(ik )) exp tR(ik)(V,)m 6(k) dk 
= (V,)m e r.(~U(ik))er~(rk)lk=O 
= (V,)m e r’Ll(c)+rfl(L:(‘r)),U=O 
Since U is invertible det I~?CI/ijaul #O which implies that for k> m 
(V,)“’ (U(u))” lu _ (, = 0 and therefore the conclusion follows. 
Comments. (i) JJx, t) are both polynomials of degree 1~11. 
(ii) Since U,(a) = Cm a , Cram we conclude that the change of basis 
3.7 determines U(u) uniquely, m > 1 meaning ImJ 3 l!. 
Since h,(x, t) = P,.?‘(X) = EY;’ = j (X + y)“’ p,(dy), then 
J,,,(x, t)= c C;‘E”Xf = E‘ c C;X;. 
k G m  h <,,I 
This suggests we define 
Y,,(t)= c CT‘C 
ksm 
(3.9) 
which can be restated as 
PROPOSITION 3.10. For each multiindex m 
Y,,(t) = U,(X,) (3.11) 
where the U,(x) are the pol,vnomials qf binomial type generuted by 
exp x. U(a). 
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Proof: Note that 
= (V,)” c u%‘,(X,)/k! I‘, (, C,,(X,). 
k z?u 
For some more mathematical precision as to the meaning of the process 
X, when exp tH is not a positive semigroup, the reader can check with [7]. 
Observe that 
i J,,,J,,,cP,(d\-1 = E Y,,,(O Y,,,,(l) 0 (3.12) 
which suggests 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Consider the process X, und lt~r { CT}, m, k in N”, he 
u sequenw such rhut (a) Y,,(t)=&,:, CTXt und (b) E’Y,,(t) Y,,,.(I)= 
it,,.,,,. E Y,?,,(t). Then. if‘C:i = 1 und dct { C::;} # 0, thcrr is un inwrrihlc mapping 
c’: W” -+ R”. L:(O) = 0, .such fhuf J,,,(.v, I) = E‘ Y,,,(r) und h,,,(.r, I) = E‘XY urc 
rrluterl h?. 3.7. Also tlw J,,,(.r. I ) cun he ohtuincvlfi-om h,,,(Q. I) = E@.l’:,l us in 
(3.5 ). Hcrc X, is the “prowss” u.s.soc~iulcvl to exp tR(V, ) und II = H C:. 
Proc?f: Scattered in what WC have said above. We shall only add that 
det { C:::) # 0 implies invertibility of U = ( L:, ,.... L’,,) with C’,(U) = C,,, ;? , c::u. 
Comment.s. (i) It is clear that orthogonalizing the powers IX;; with 
respect to the measure dP on sample space is the same as orthogonalizing 
the set (.?‘I with respect to the distribution P,(dv) of X, on R”. 
(ii) One case in which Proposition 3.13 does not work corresponds 
to H(p) = --Sp’. p in W. This seems to be due to the nonpositivity of the 
transition kernel corresponding to exp tH( -V). Rut the proposition 
applies to all processes with independent increments. and these cases do 
not seem to be fully taken care of by the procedure described in [3, 43. 
This raises two questions. First, if it is true that only “processes” 
corresponding to convolution semigroup of positive measures can be 
orthogonalized. how come Feinsilvcr does not obtain them? Second, and 
this is the other side of the coin. do there exist convolution scmigroups of 
nonpositive measures having orthogonal systems associated to them? 
To close, we mention the simplest example in which the procedure 
works. Take H(p) = p’/2. Orthogonalizing the set (.r”) with respect to 
(27U) ’ ’ exp -..y’,?21 yields the usual hermitc polynomials 
H,,(.r, 1) = 1 2;. ( - I)” .Y” 2k(2k)!:‘2kk!. 
i > 
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